Introduction {#sec0005}
============

Marek\'s disease virus (MDV) is an airborne poultry pathogen primarily affecting chickens and causing losses to the industry of \$1--2 billion annually ([@bib0120]). MDV causes a wide range of clinical signs depending on the virulence of the strain and the susceptibility of the host ([@bib0010; @bib0190; @bib0135; @bib0125; @bib0130]). In order of increasing severity, clinical signs of Marek\'s disease (MD) include chronic polyneuritis, immunosuppression, lymphomas in visceral organs and other tissues, transient paralysis and acute brain oedema ([@bib0130]).

MDV has been increasing in virulence since the middle of the twentieth century ([@bib0190; @bib0120]) and live vaccines have been widely used to control MD since their development in 1970 ([@bib0140; @bib0040]). A feature of increased virulence of MDV in the USA has been the failure of successive vaccines ([@bib0190]) and recent outbreaks in both unvaccinated and vaccinated birds caused by more virulent strains of MDV have prompted fears that the current vaccines may be rendered ineffective with the emergence and spread of more virulent strains ([@bib0130]).

Despite these concerns, the epidemiological dynamics of MDV within a farm are not well understood, and the within-barn effectiveness of vaccines has not been systematically established. While there have been MDV outbreaks in many countries worldwide, data on the endemicity of MD within barns is not widely available due to the fact that hygiene and infection data are not made public by poultry companies and that MDV is not a notifiable disease ([@bib0120]). Only a limited number of field studies have evaluated either within-flock MD prevalence or mortality ([@bib0030; @bib0035; @bib0100; @bib0075; @bib0110]) or quantified within-barn viral burden ([@bib0165]). Indeed, only three of these studies have collected data within the past 35 years. A recent Australian study reported that on average 26% of unvaccinated barns and 16% of vaccinated barns tested PCR-positive in dust samples for MDV-1, the pathogenic strain of MDV, during 2005--2011 ([@bib0165]). However, these prevalence estimates varied between 3 and 55% depending on the region and year in which the sample was collected. Moreover, while there are known to be many strains of MDV-1, only one may be present within each barn at any one time, suggesting that without subsequent pathotyping experiments, it is difficult to understand the effect that MDV virulence has on MD outbreak dynamics within a barn. Moreover, the effect of farm conditions on outbreak potential and disease prevalence has never been systematically evaluated. Together, these limitations mean the effectiveness of vaccines and the impact of strain virulence on outbreak potential and disease prevalence have not been evaluated in the field. Similarly, we know of only a limited number of modeling studies evaluating on-farm MDV epidemiology, all using a deterministic approach ([@bib0060; @bib0065; @bib0070]). Moreover, while there is much literature on epidemiological systems in the role of pathogen persistence and virulence selection in a variety of systems (e.g. [@bib0005; @bib0055; @bib0145]), the dynamics within a temporally explicit cohort structure have not been well studied (with the notable exception of a modeling study of coccidiosis in broiler chickens [@bib0115]). For these reasons, there is a dearth of information about how vaccination and strain virulence may alter the probability of an MD outbreak if barn contamination occurs.

In a previous mathematical modeling study we have estimated the epidemiological implications for birds infected with an MDV strain under a range of strain virulence--vaccination combinations ([@bib0015]). While this parameter estimation was important to understand the epidemiological implications of virulence within a single bird, these parameters on their own could not describe the barn-level dynamics of an outbreak. Understanding the effectiveness of vaccines within a barn can help poultry farms quantify the risk of MDV outbreak and better evaluate optimal control strategies. Furthermore, there are concerns that vaccinated birds can become infected with MDV, albeit at a reduced rate compared to unvaccinated birds, a viral reservoir will be maintained on which selection can act ([@bib0120]). Evaluating the predicted prevalence in an MDV outbreak as a function of strain virulence can elucidate selection pressure on MDV within a barn.

To aid the control of MD, here we provide a novel quantitative stochastic assessment of the epidemiological dynamics of MDV within a broiler cohort. Using a mathematical modeling approach, we predict the effectiveness of vaccines to control MD outbreaks and reduce MDV prevalence after an outbreak within a barn. We evaluate this vaccine effectiveness for different strain virulences under different barn conditions. We also extend these results to understand the relative impact of barn hygiene on the persistence of MDV from one cohort to another.

Methods {#sec0010}
=======

We developed an individual-based stochastic model of MDV infection within a flock of chickens. The model simulates a single cohort of susceptible broiler birds in a barn during an outbreak of MDV initiated by infected dust. This infected dust either enters the cohort barn at the same time as the cohort of birds, or is present in the barn as a result of insufficient cleaning after the previous flock of chickens has been removed.

We parameterized the individual-based model of MDV transmission dynamics with previously estimated posterior distributions for parameters governing the survival of MDV-infected birds and the timing and rate of virus shedding ([@bib0015]) using data from laboratory experiments ([@bib0150]). We used these distributions to parameterize the characteristics of each individual bird (please refer to [Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"} for distributions of parameters). For each bird in the cohort, we sampled its viral shedding parameters, and its day of death given it becomes infected with MDV from these distributions. This Monte Carlo sampling approach provided a way to quantify the variability in disease progression observed in experimental data.

We estimated the probability of an outbreak with an initial quantity of infected dust for three relatively low-pathogenic strains for which we have parameter estimates. There are no longitudinal studies assessing the per-cohort MDV outbreak probability, so these model predictions serve as the first published estimates of MDV within-barn outbreak risk. Our model allows us to predict the infection prevalence and the quantity of virus left at the end of such an outbreak. Without much field data on prevalence caused by an MDV outbreak, the model provides information on the ramifications of an MDV outbreak within a flock. The model also predicts the extent to which MDV-associated mortality can be detected within a flock. For many flocks where MDV has not been detected and DNA samples have not been extracted, a model is able to predict the extent to which infection may still be occurring without detection. Due to the limited amount of field data for MDV load, infection prevalence, and mortality within flocks, we do not undertake any model calibration or validation. However, we offer discussion of the results and future data collection requirements towards the end of the paper.

Host infection {#sec0015}
--------------

Infectious birds shed virus via excreted feather follicle epithelial cells, that collect as dust within the barn environment. MDV is transmitted only by inhalation of this infectious dust ([@bib0045]). The daily probability of infection depends only on the concentration of virus-infected dust in the air and a bird\'s vaccination status ([Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}, estimated from data reported in [@bib0020]).

Once infection occurs, we assume there is a delay, $T_{\mathit{sj}}^{1}(v)$ (days) until the bird sheds virus at a constant primary rate, $a_{v}^{1}$ (viral copy number (VCN)/mg dust). We then assume the bird sheds virus at a constant secondary rate, $a_{v}^{2}$ (VCN/mg dust) after a further delay, $T_{\mathit{sj}}^{2}(v)$ (days). The bird continues to shed at this secondary rate until it is removed from the barn. The subscript *j* refers to either sham (assumed to be identical to unvaccinated), or HVT (vaccinated), and $v$ corresponds to the virulence of the infecting MDV strain (see Methods section 'Virus Strain'). We have previously estimated the distributions of these two delays and the two shedding rates (for more information, refer to Tables 2 and 3 in [@bib0015]). Each bird has its own primary and secondary delays/shedding rates sampled from these parameter distributions. Viral shedding is assumed to occur as infectious dust into the barn atmosphere.

If infected, each bird\'s lifespan is dependent on the virulence of the infecting virus and its own vaccination status. The daily probability of death due to MDV is determined by the parameters of a Weibull survival analysis: the shape parameter (*r*), and the scale parameter (*β*), the latter of which is dependent on both the virulence of the infected virus and the bird\'s vaccination status. Parameter values are given in [Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}. More details on the estimation of these parameters and their values are given in [@bib0015]. There is also an underlying daily mortality probability, *μ*, that acts to remove chickens from the population for reasons other than MDV. The bird may then die as a result of MDV infection only if it has not yet died of other causes or been slaughtered at the end of the cohort duration. A schematic of the chicken states and its environment is shown in [Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}.

Broiler population {#sec0020}
------------------

We model a broiler population as a single cohort of *S*~0~ floor-reared broiler chickens. Consistent with broiler barns, we assume there is no immigration, but there is host mortality, both non-MDV- and MDV-related. The removal of dead birds is assumed to be done daily. At the end of day *T*~*c*~, the remaining chicken population is removed for slaughter. Each bird sheds an amount of feather dander per day, *d*(*t*, *T*~*c*~) = 326 exp(− *P*(*T*~*c*~)/*t*^1.64^) + 10.8 where *P* is a decreasing function of the duration of the cohort that measures how quickly birds reach their finishing weight ([@bib0080; @bib0020]). Therefore, a bird raised in a 30-day cohort reaches its finishing weight twice as quickly than a bird raised in a 60-day cohort. These assumptions can therefore give rise to possible non-linear relationships between cohort duration and the quantity of virus and thus infection prevalence within the barns.

Barn housing {#sec0025}
------------

At the start of a cohort, we assume that the barn is seeded with an amount of infectious dust *D*~0~ (mg). We have previously estimated the average virus concentration in dust for a virus strain of virulence $v$ and host vaccination status, *j* (measured in VCN/mg) ([@bib0015]) as $\overline{a}(v,j)$. Therefore the quantity of virus at the start of the cohort, $Z_{0}(v,j)$, is calculated as $\overline{a}(v,j)D_{0}$ (VCN). Due to legal occupational exposure limits (OELs), dust concentrations are maintained between 2 and 10 mg/m^3^ in broiler barns (based on Northern European estimates at 28 days into the cohort) ([@bib0170; @bib0175; @bib0160]). Therefore, we assume that ventilation of the barn is assumed to keep the concentration of dust in the air less than *E*, 7.15 mg/m^3^. We assume that the virus is well-mixed in the dust, and that the dust is well-mixed in the barn atmosphere.

If the virus concentration in the air drops below a critical point, *z*~*e*~ (VCN/*m*^3^), below which no virus transmission can occur, the virus is assumed to be effectively extinct. [@bib0105] showed that 44-day old virus had a similar infection potential as recently shed virus, and [@bib0050] demonstrated that even infected dust 205 days old was still able to infect birds to a high degree. Therefore, we assume there is no virus decay rate for the relatively short period of each cohort duration. Nevertheless, the initial concentration of virus will drop due to ventilation in the event that no virus is shed into the atmosphere.

We evaluated MDV outbreak outcomes for different barn sizes: small -- 500 birds at 5 kg/m^2^ (625^3^), medium -- 5000 birds at 20 kg/m^2^ (1563 m^3^), and large -- 30,000 birds at 35 kg/m^2^ (5357 m^3^). For comparison we also present results for a barn of 5000 birds at 5 kg/m^2^ (6250 m^3^) to evaluate the effect of increasing bird number (by comparison with 500 birds at 5 kg/m^2^) or stocking density (by comparison with 5000 birds at 20 kg/m^2^).

Virus strain {#sec0030}
------------

MDV isolates are characterized by a virulence score, similar to the pathotype devised by [@bib0185] and [@bib0180]. The virulence score is the percentage of cases exhibiting gross MD lesions 56 days following infection of birds vaccinated (calculated as an average for birds vaccinated with either HVT (herpesvirus of turkeys) or Bivalent (HVT and a non-pathogenic MDV serotype 2) vaccine). The three MDV isolates (04CRE, MPF57 and 02LAR) for which we have estimates for shedding rate and shedding delay and mortality rates have virulence scores of 16.5, 36, and 46 respectively ([@bib0015]).

Model parameterization and simulation {#sec0035}
-------------------------------------

The individual based model captures the variation in bird MD pathogenesis previously estimated. The daily infection probability (per VCN/m^3^ air), viral shedding parameters, MDV-related survival times are each assigned values for each individual bird, together with the gradient of the infection rate with virus concentration. The model was run 2500 times. Parameters are given in [Tables 1 and 2](#tbl0005 tbl0010){ref-type="table"}. The model was written in C++ and compiled in Xcode 2.6.3.

Results {#sec0040}
=======

The standard deviations of the results are shown in all figures.

The probability of an outbreak {#sec0045}
------------------------------

The probability of an MDV outbreak in a cohort was defined as the probability that at least one individual bird becomes infected with the initial contaminated dust. The expected probability of an outbreak can be calculated analytically as,

$$\begin{array}{rcl}
{P(\text{no infection from  inoculum})} & = & {\prod\limits_{k = 1}^{T_{c}}P{(\text{no transmission to bird on day k})}^{S(k)}} \\
 & = & {\prod\limits_{k = 1}^{T_{c}}\left\lbrack {1 - \overline{p}\left( {j,Z\left( {k,v,j} \right),V\left( {S_{0},s_{d}} \right)} \right)} \right\rbrack^{S(k)}} \\
\end{array},$$where $\overline{p}\left( {j,Z\left( {k,v,j} \right),V\left( {S_{0},s_{d}} \right)} \right)$ is the average probability of a single bird being infected on day *k* given vaccination status, *j*, atmospheric quantity of virus, $Z(k,v,j)$ (VCN), and barn volume, *V*(*S*~0~, *s*~*d*~) (m^3^) ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}). Changing the extinction threshold for virus between 10^−9^ and 10^−5^ VCN/m^3^ does not change the probability of an outbreak. Note that any contaminated dust contains a quantity of virus, *Z*, the size of which depends on the virulence of the strain, $v$, and the vaccination status of the birds in the cohort, *j*, because viral concentration in the dust depends on both $v$ and *j*.

The probability of an MDV outbreak was found to be equivalent to a positive amount of virus at the end of the cohort ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}). To the first order approximation, the number of birds in the barn does not affect the chance of an outbreak, as the probability of infection per bird is very small (results not shown).

Vaccination can be effective at reducing the chance of an outbreak in a flock of birds, especially when the outbreak strain is of low virulence ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}). As the stocking density increases, vaccination becomes less effective at controlling the probability of an outbreak. For large industrial barns with a high stocking density of birds, vaccination does not offer any protection against outbreaks of all strains analyzed here when infected dust over 100mg is introduced ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}c).

Cumulative virus {#sec0050}
----------------

When an outbreak does occur, vaccination reduces the amount of virus left at the end of the cohort duration ([Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}). The total amount of virus predicted to be left at the end of an outbreak increases with both virulence of the strain and cohort duration ([Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}). The largest barn by volume (housing 5000 birds at 5 kg/m^2^), all else being equal, gives the largest end quantity of virus in all cases. Vaccinated cohorts infected with two of the most virulent strains cause similar virus densities at the end, due to their similar secondary shedding rates ([@bib0015]).

Cumulative infected individuals {#sec0055}
-------------------------------

For unvaccinated cohorts, more virulent strains infect a greater proportion of birds ([Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"}). There is a considerable difference in the percentage of individuals infected after 30 days, but after 60 days, most, if not all, individuals are infected. This is in contrast to a vaccinated cohort, which only becomes 35% infected, even after 60 days and with the most virulent strain. Thus, vaccination is highly effective at reducing the infection prevalence by the end of the cohort duration ([Table 3](#tbl0015){ref-type="table"}).

Cumulative removed individuals {#sec0060}
------------------------------

Vaccination is highly effective at reducing cumulative mortality ([Table 3](#tbl0015){ref-type="table"}), although the percentage of deaths due to MDV is predicted to be very low for the wide range of scenarios we evaluated. In all cases the percentage of removed individuals due to MDV was less than 0.08% for unvaccinated cohorts, and below 0.006% for vaccinated cohorts ([Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"}).

The results describing the percentage of removed individuals who have died through MDV-induced disease match those found relating to the total infected individuals. Namely, increasing virulence and stocking density, in general, increase the percentage of removed individuals, whereas introducing vaccination and increasing population size reduces the fraction of removed individuals. Increasing cohort duration in a vaccinated population will increase the total removed individuals, which is not true in the unvaccinated population since the population can be saturated with infection.

Prevention of further outbreaks {#sec0065}
-------------------------------

In many countries, barns are cleaned out, disinfected, and the litter replaced between cohorts. We predicted the reduction in virus after the first cohort required to decrease the probability of outbreak in the next cohort to 5, 50, and 95% ([Fig. 7](#fig0035){ref-type="fig"}). We found that the reduction in virus required was less for vaccinated cohorts than for unvaccinated cohorts. For example, for moderately virulent strains in all cases, for a 50% or less probability of an outbreak in the next cohort, the reduction in virus had to be greater than 80% for vaccinated cohorts, whereas for unvaccinated cohorts, this value had to be greater than 99%.

Discussion {#sec0070}
==========

We built an individual-based mathematical model to simulate a cohort of broiler chickens exposed to MDV infected dust to evaluate the effectiveness of vaccines to prevent MDV outbreaks and the effectiveness of vaccines against the impact of such an outbreak. We used previously estimated epidemiological parameters to capture the probabilistic nature of an outbreak occurring. These epidemiological parameters quantified the infection probability for birds, their viral shedding capabilities, and their disease-related mortality probability. We evaluated the probability of a barn MDV outbreak, the level of virus after an MDV outbreak, and the cumulative incidence of disease and mortality within the barn. We calculated the probability of an MDV outbreak as a function of the initial amount of virus in the barn. Therefore, the effect of strain virulence, of barn stocking density, of number of birds in the barn, and of vaccination status can all be evaluated by comparing the probability that a single bird gets infected with a given virus concentration in the atmosphere. The probability of an outbreak given a quantity of infected dust was dependent on the virulence of the strain. This is unsurprising because the probability of infection depends only on the concentration of virus material in the air, and this increases with virulence (i.e., the more virulent strains have larger quantities of virus per quantity of infected dust, and hence a greater initial concentration in the air). Assuming that the number of individual birds remains the same, the probability of an outbreak increases with the stocking density of birds. This is true because the initial virus concentration will be higher in the high stocking density environment, and hence the probability that the initial infected dust infects at least one bird is greater. Conversely, if the number of individuals doubles, the chances for new infections doubles, however, the volume of the barn also doubles, which means the virus concentration halves and thus the probability of an outbreak remains the same (density-independent transmission). Therefore an increase in both the stocking density and the number of individuals to current industrial conditions is also predicted to increase the chance of an outbreak if the barn was exposed to any MDV.

Dust within the barn is made up of several constituents such as feather dander and dust from feed, faeces, and litter materials. Our model only considers dust from feather dander, as it has been previously quantified ([@bib0095; @bib0015]). Therefore, the atmospheric viral concentration calculated in the model is an upper estimate of the true viral concentration. A recent study showed that the viral concentration in sampled dust from an unvaccinated broiler cohort increased until at least 53 days of age, when it reached a concentration on the order of 4.6--4.9 logs ([@bib0165]). Our results suggest that at 60 days during an unvaccinated cohort, the total virus amount varied between 10.5 and 12.2 logs, depending on the barn size and the virulence score. This corresponds to a viral concentration (VCN/mg dust) at the end of the cohort between 5.5 and 7.2 logs. Therefore, our estimates are slightly higher than those measured, consistent with our upper bound estimate of viral concentration in the dust. The discrepancy could also be due to other reasons, such as variation in host, MDV strain virulence, or barn dust concentration.

There is scant information on MDV prevalence and severity around the world, and even fewer data providing on-farm estimates. Three studies show wide range of MD incidence and mortality: first, [@bib0030] report mortality due to MD in unvaccinated broiler breeders. [@bib0030] estimate 0.6--23.4% of chickens die of MD in a production house between 8 and 20 weeks. The total mortality in the rearing house in the first 8 weeks of age was less than 2% in all pens, giving an upper limit to the losses attributable to MDV; second, [@bib0075] report an estimated upper limit for MD-associated mortality for vaccinated layer flocks between 16 and 68 weeks as 5--8.2%; and third, [@bib0110] report clinical signs and mortality from breeders from a large field vaccine trial of 21 flocks. [@bib0110] report for the vaccinated flocks in which MD was detected, 2.1--51% of birds showed signs of MD lesions, with an estimated 0.11--4.82% dying of MDV infection within the 40 weeks of the study. Therefore, mortality due to MD in field studies is higher than those predicted by this study. For example, for an unvaccinated 60-day cohort, less than 0.08% of the flock die with an outbreak of medium virulence MDV. It is difficult to compare our results directly to field data due to potential differences in the method of housing, the duration of the cohort and when the data were collected, the vaccination status of the birds, the pathogenicity of the outbreak MDV strain, and the type of chicken and chicken line. It is known that all of these aforementioned factors can alter the mortality expected during an outbreak of MD. In particular, we have previously estimated that a bird infected with a strain of virulence score 50% can expect to live for an average of 80 days before it dies as a result of MDV infection ([@bib0015]). Therefore, most of the MDV-related death would occur after the cohort duration of 30--60 days. Indeed, broiler birds do not usually live for long enough to die from MDV infection, unless the infecting strain is hyper-pathogenic, which we have not analyzed in this study ([@bib0185]).

Direct mortality due to MDV is not the only source of commercial loss as a result of MDV outbreaks; immunosuppression resulting in increased concurrent disease and reductions in weight gain are both important indirect effects associated with MDV infection ([@bib0085; @bib0090; @bib0025]). As we have not included these indirect contributions of MDV infection, our model predictions regarding the overall impact of an MDV outbreak will be conservative. To assess the feasibility of cleaning barns to control within--barn MDV, it would be necessary to calibrate our model with longitudinal data assessing the persistence of MDV between cohorts. Ideally, we would require information on how the barn size, stocking density, vaccination status, and cleaning effort impacted the probability of outbreak persistence between subsequent cohorts. These data would help to identify the recurrence rate of MDV infection and to identify whether the most probable cause of MDV outbreaks are within--barn persistence or constant reintroduction. As there is very little known about the prevalence of MDV on farms around the world, this modeling work sheds lights on the extent to which farms may be affected by MDV. For industrial broiler farms, there are typically about 30,000 birds living together in one barn at a stocking density of 35 kg/m^2^ for between 30 and 60 days. Within this environment, if an outbreak occurs and there is no vaccination, we would expect only 0.01% cumulative mortality due to MDV (about three birds), which would be undetectable against the normal background cumulative mortality of around 5%. However, our model predicts an MDV prevalence before slaughter of between 25 and 100% for a medium virulence strain (02LAR, $v = 46$), which would be persisting at extraordinary high concentrations within the barn. Therefore, despite there being no visible signs of Marek\'s disease, it would still require a 99.999% reduction in the MDV persisting at the end of the cohort to reduce the chance of an MDV occurring in the next generation to 5%. If the flock were vaccinated, there would likely be no deaths due to MDV, but up to 4% of the flock would be infected, and require over a 95% reduction in MDV within the barn to reduce the chance of a further outbreak in the next cohort. It is also worth noting that the virulence of the strains are mild to medium pathogenicity, and recent isolates can cause much higher rates of morbidity and a much quicker death ([@bib0195]). Despite the high effectiveness of vaccines to reduce MDV outbreaks and infection prevalence, vaccination allows the maintenance of high viral concentrations within a barn. These results suggest to industry that the death toll from a cohort may not be the best indicator for MDV prevalence in the flock and reliance of observing mortality may allow MDV to circulate freely in the broiler population. This undetected virus within environments will allow undetected spread from barn to barn, and onwards to other farms. Therefore, to limit MDV outbreaks within a cohort and to reduce the chance of farm persistence of MDV, these results suggest it may be necessary to combine a cohort vaccination with excellent hygiene. These model predictions are consistent with recent studies suggesting that mortality alone is a poor measure of virus load within a barn and that surveillance methods based on dust monitoring are likely to provide a better indicator of MDV outbreaks ([@bib0165]).

This analysis provides the first quantitative assessment of the within-barn vaccine effectiveness and the impact of MDV exposure for a broiler barn. By better understanding the on-farm epidemiological dynamics of an increasingly virulent disease, improved methods for surveillance, prevention, and virulence management can be developed.
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![Schematic of the state transitions of the host individuals in one cohort. Susceptible (S), infected-uninfectious (E), infected-infectious (I), removed-other cause (R~1~), removed-MDV related (R~2~) and production/loss of dust (D) and virus (Z).](gr1){#fig0005}

![Probability of an outbreak of MDV within a cohort of birds with varying initial dust, and different strains (blue, red, and green dots). Farms are small (500 birds at 5 kg/m^2^), medium (5000 birds at 20 kg/m^2^) or large (30,000 birds at 35 kg/m^2^). Birds are either all unvaccinated or vaccinated. The probability that there is any virus left (colored dots) is equivalent to the probability that at least one bird is infected (analytic results given by black dashed lines). Note the different *x*-axis domains on the plots d, e, and f. (a) Unvacc. small farm, (b) unvacc. medium farm, (c) unvacc. large fram, (d) vacc. small farm, (e) vacc. medium farm and (f) vacc. large farm. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)](gr2){#fig0010}

![Vaccine effectiveness for reducing an outbreak of MDV within a cohort of broiler birds with varying initial dust inocula and different strain virulence scores ($v$). Farms are (a) small (500 birds at 5 kg/m^2^), (b) medium (5000 birds at 20 kg/m^2^), and (c) large (30,000 birds at 35 kg/m^2^). (a) Small barn, (b) medium barn and (c) large barn.](gr3){#fig0015}

![Quantity of virus in the barn at the end of the cohort duration, given an outbreak of MDV has occurred. The amounts are calculated for different strain virulence, duration of the cohort (30 days or 60 days) and unvaccinated or vaccinated birds. Different colors on the figures show different sizes of farm: 500 birds at 5 kg/m^2^ (red), 5000 birds at 5 kg/m^2^ (green), 5000 birds at 20 kg/m^2^ (blue), 30,000 birds at 35 kg/m^2^ (magenta). (a) Unvacc. 30 days, (b) Unvacc. 60 days, (c) vacc. 30 days and (d) vacc. 60 days. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)](gr4){#fig0020}

![Cumulative percentage of infected birds by the end of the cohort duration, given an outbreak of MDV has occurred. The percentages are calculated for different strain virulence, duration of the cohort (30 days or 60 days) and unvaccinated or vaccinated birds. Different colors on the figures show different sizes of farm: 500 birds at 5 kg/m^2^ (red), 5000 birds at 5 kg/m^2^ (green), 5000 birds at 20 kg/m^2^ (blue), 30,000 birds at 35 kg/m^2^ (magenta). (a) Unvacc. 30 days, (b) unvacc. 60 days, (c) vacc. 30 days and (d) vacc. 60 days. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)](gr5){#fig0025}

![Cumulative percentage of birds that have been removed as a result of MDV by the end of the cohort duration, given an outbreak of MDV has occurred. The percentages are calculated for different strain virulence, duration of the cohort (30 days or 60 days) and unvaccinated or vaccinated birds. Different colors on the figures show different sizes of farm: 500 birds at 5 kg/m^2^ (red), 5000 birds at 5 kg/m^2^ (green), 5000 birds at 20 kg/m^2^ (blue), 30,000 birds at 35 kg/m^2^ (magenta). (a) Unvacc. 30 days, (b) unvacc. 60 days, (c) vacc. 30 days and (d) vacc. 60 days. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)](gr6){#fig0030}

![Reduction of infected dust between cohorts that is required to reduce the probability of an outbreak in the next cohort to 50%, 95%, 5% (dots, upper and lower confidence intervals, respectively). Farms are small (5000 birds at 5 kg/m^2^), medium (20,000 birds at 20 kg/m^2^) or large (30,000 birds at 35 kg/m^2^). Birds are either all unvaccinated or vaccinated. Cohort duration is 30 days. (a) Unvacc. small farm, (b) unvacc. medium farm, (c) unvacc. large fram, (d) vacc. small farm, (e) vacc. medium farm and (f) vacc. large farm.](gr7){#fig0035}

###### 

Parameters used in individual based simulation of on-farm epidemiology of MDV. Personal communication refers to Nick Sparks (NS). $Z(k,v,j)$ is the quantity of virus in the atmosphere (VCN) on day *k* for an outbreak of virulence $v$ in a cohort with vaccination status *j* ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}).

  Parameter                                              Symbol                  Value/s                                                         Reference
  ------------------------------------------------------ ----------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------
  Daily dust production per bird (mg)                    *d*(*t*, *T*~*c*~)      368 exp(− *P*(*T*~*c*~)/*t*^1.64^) + 10.8                       [@bib0020]
  Daily transmission probability per bird per VCN/m^3^                                                                                           
   Unvaccinated                                          *α*~sham~               4.93 × 10^−8^                                                   From data in [@bib0015]
   HVT                                                   *α*~HVT~                8.26 × 10^−10^                                                  From data in [@bib0015]
  Total flock mortality (%)                              *μ*~*total*~            3.6--6.8                                                        [@bib0155]
  Daily non-MDV death probability                        *μ*                     $1 - \sqrt[T_{c}]{1 - \mu_{total}}$                             [@bib0020]
  Age at introduction (days)                             *e*                     2                                                               [@bib0155]
  Height of barn (m)                                     *h*                     2.5                                                             NS pers. comm
  Finishing weight (kg)                                  $w$                     2.5                                                             NS pers. comm
  Maximum dust threshold (mg/m^3^)                       *E*                     7.15                                                            [@bib0160]
  Initial dust (mg)                                      *D*~0~                  0--560                                                          Unknown
  Vaccination status                                     *j*                     Sham, HVT                                                       [@bib0040]
  Probability MDV infection on day *k*                   *p*                     $\alpha_{j}\frac{Z(k,v,j)}{V(S_{0},s_{d})}$                     [@bib0020]
  Growth scaling constant                                *P*(*T*~*c*~)           $- T_{c}^{1.64}\ln\left( \frac{d(45,45) - 10.8}{368} \right)$   [@bib0020]
  Weibull shape parameter                                *r*                     4.18 (3.38--4.99)                                               [@bib0015]
  Stocking density (kg/m^2^)                             *s*~*d*~                5, 20, 35                                                       NS pers. comm
  Initial cohort size (birds)                            *S*~0~                  500, 5000, 30000                                                NS pers. comm
  Cohort duration (days)                                 *T*~*c*~                30, 60                                                          [@bib0155]
  Dust reduction at end of cohort (%)                    *ϵ*                     0--100                                                          Unknown
  Virus virulence score (%)                              $v$                     16.5, 36, 46                                                    [@bib0015]
  Transformed virulence score                            $v_{T}$                 $\arcsin\sqrt{0.01v}$                                           [@bib0015]
  Barn volume (m^3^)                                     *V*(*S*~0~, *s*~*d*~)   *S*~0~*wh*/*s*~*d*~                                             [@bib0020]
  Virus extinction threshold (VCN/m^3^)                  *z*~*e*~                10^−9^, 10^−5^                                                  Unknown

###### 

Sampled parameters for individual based model. All individual birds have infection characteristics sampled from these distributions. The single number refers to the median of the fitted posterior distribution estimated previously, and the range in brackets corresponds to the respective 95% credible interval of the posterior distribution. The two distributions provided for each parameter are from the two posterior distributions estimated from two replicate experiments using the same MDV virulence and vaccination status. The individual infection characteristics for each bird are sampled from either replicate distribution with equal probability. RND is a uniform random variable on the interval \[0,1\].

  Parameter                                      Symbol                Value/s
  ---------------------------------------------- --------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Primary viral shedding rate (logVCN/mg dust)   $a_{1}(v,j)$          
   $v = 16$.5, no vaccine                                              4.87 (3.79--5.25), 3.37 (2.79--4.05)
   $v = 36$, no vaccine                                                3.86 (3.30--4.56), 3.28 (2.71--3.95)
   $v = 46$, no vaccine                                                3.20 (2.64--3.90), 2.89 (2.34--3.59)
   $v = 16.5$, HVT                                                     3.79 (3.34--4.20), 2.44 (1.93--3.02)
   $v = 36$, HVT                                                       4.48 (4.19--4.92), 4.56 (4.13--4.91)
   $v = 46$, HVT                                                       2.70 (2.16--3.42), 4.15 (3.58--4.82)
                                                                       
  Secondary viral shedding rate (VCN/mg dust)    $a_{2}(v,j)$          
   $v = 16.5$, no vaccine                                              6.99 (6.72--7.21), 6.89 (6.72--7.07)
   $v = 36$, no vaccine                                                7.34 (7.17--7.51), 7.58 (7.41--7.76)
   $v = 46$, no vaccine                                                7.69 (7.51--7.85), 7.52 (7.32--7.72)
   $v = 16.5$, HVT                                                     6.83 (6.61--7.04), 6.35 (6.18--6.52)
   $v = 36$, HVT                                                       7.49 (7.28--7.70), 7.53 (7.31--7.75)
   $v = 46$, HVT                                                       7.50 (7.32--7.67), 7.29 (7.11--7.46)
                                                                       
  Primary delay until viral shedding (days)      $T_{s1}(v,j)$         
   $v = 16.5$, no vaccine                                              6 (2--6), 4 (0--6)
   $v = 36$, no vaccine                                                4 (0--6), 4 (0--6)
   $v = 46$, no vaccine                                                3 (0--6), 3 (0--6)
   $v = 16.5$, HVT                                                     5 (0--6), 2 (0--6)
   $v = 36$, HVT                                                       6 (4--6), 6 (2--6)
   $v = 46$, HVT                                                       3 (0--6), 3 (0--6)
                                                                       
  Secondary delay until viral shedding (days)    $T_{s2}(v,j)$         
   $v = 16.5$, no vaccine                                              10 (7--14), 9 (6--13)
   $v = 36$, no vaccine                                                9 (6--13), 9 (6--13)
   $v = 46$, no vaccine                                                9 (6--13), 9 (5--13)
   $v = 16.5$, HVT                                                     12 (8--17), 10 (7--13)
   $v = 36$, HVT                                                       11 (8--14), 12 (8--16)
   $v = 46$, HVT                                                       10 (6--13), 9 (6--13)
                                                                       
  Weibull scale intercept                        *β*~0~                4.54 (4.23--4.87)
  Weibull scale coefficient                                            
   $v_{T}$                                       *β*~1~                −0.53 (−1.01--0.06)
   HVT                                           *β*~2~                0.44 (0.24--0.66)
                                                                       
  Weibull scale parameter                                              
   no vaccine                                    $\lambda(v,{sham})$   $\beta_{0} + \beta_{1}v_{T}$
   HVT                                           $\lambda(v,{HVT})$    $\beta_{0} + \beta_{1}v_{T} + \beta_{2}$
                                                                       
  Time until death due to MDV                    $T(v,j)$              $\lambda(v,j)\exp\left\lbrack {\frac{1}{r}\ln( - \ln(1 - {RND}))} \right\rbrack$

###### 

The effectiveness of vaccine introduction into a barn of broiler birds (% reduction compared to unvaccinated birds). Both measures of effectiveness are calculated at the end of a 60-day cohort for a vaccinated flock compared with an unvaccinated flock. Results are conditional on an outbreak occurring and are given for difference stocking densities (*s*~*d*~), flock size (*N*), and virulence scores ($v$) of the outbreak virus. Numbers in brackets are the 95% confidence intervals.

  ---------------------------- ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------
  Stocking density, *s*~*d*~   5                  5                  20                 35
  Cohort size, *N*             500                5000               5000               30,000
                                                                                        
  Effectiveness (%) against:                                                            
   *Infection prevalence*                                                               
  $v = 16.5$                   98.9 (98.9,98.9)   99.9 (99.9,99.9)   99.9 (99.9,99.9)   99.8 (99.8,99.8)
  $v = 36$                     67.2 (67.2,67.3)   97.5 (97.5,97.5)   95.6 (95.6,95.6)   91.0 (91.0,91.0)
  $v = 46$                     69.5 (69.4,69.5)   97.6 (97.6,97.6)   95.9 (95.9,95.9)   91.6 (91.6,91.6)
                                                                                        
   *Cumulative mortality*                                                               
  $v = 16.5$                   9.20 (−∞,100)      −55.0 (−∞,100)     86.4 (−38.4,100)   −52.0 (−∞,100)
  $v = 36$                     41.7 (−225,100)    74.0 (31.2,94.0)   36.2 (−230,100)    73.2 (5.82,97.7)
  $v = 46$                     97.0 (90.3,100)    98.9 (97.8,99.8)   98.6 (96.5,100)    98.7 (97.0,100)
  ---------------------------- ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------
